DELFIN CHANGELOG
LATEST
VERSION 8.83

Changes from Version 8.82
Updates:
» Corrected a spelling mistake on the notification text when cancelling
		 FEZA card for a client.
» Changed the word “NLR” to “Credit Bureau”. This change occurred
everywhere NLR is referenced.
» Updated Delfin to also send through the client’s date of birth (DOB)
and gender to Allps when creating or updating Allps integration loans.
» Updated Delfin with regards to Allps payout integrations. The new EMV
eWallets can now be linked to clients already linked to MAGSTRIPE
eWallets, by creating a new Wallet and selecting the EMV option.
» Updated Delfin’s three-month affordability disposable income
calculation to recalculate disposable income every time an
affordability item’s value is updated.
» Updated Delfin where the NuPay terminal details were removed from
under local PC Setup whenever a Delfin was updated from a previous
version to Delfin 8.82.
» Updated the telephone number for Delfin Support to 012 060 0370.
»	Updated Delfin to block the user when trying to change the initial
instalment date to a date that is after the next instalment date.
» O
 n the three-month affordability screen, we changed the “debt”
wording to “existing debt obligations” and changed the “minimum” to
“minimum prescribed (NCR)”
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New Features:
» When the Delfin system finishes the update to the new version, the user will be
prompted and asked if they would like to view the Changelog within their browser.

» 	If the user clicks on “no”, Delfin will open as normal.
		If the user clicks on “yes”, the browser will be opened and navigated to the
Delter IT Website, where the client can view the Changelog of the new Delfin
version. Delfin will also be opened.
»	If the user wants to view the Changelog again, they can navigate to -> System ->
Change Log, to be prompted again by the same message.

Improvements:
»	We added additional logs to see why and how the cashbox balance gets updated
and/or changed. This will give us more insight on the issue where the day-end uses
the closing balance from the day before (Yesterday) and not the closing balance of
yesterday for today’s opening balance.
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